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For a given stimulus, a subject may use size, proximity, shape, and position, to group its elements in several
possible ways; and for various tasks a subject may use several grouping strategies to find and identify a target. We
propose a neural model that can implement grouping strategies. This model is an extension of the LAMINART
model in Francis et al. (2017), which consists of bottom-up circuits modeling areas of the visual cortex (Figure 1)
and two novel top-down circuits: a connection circuit and a segmentation circuit.

Figure 1: Example of the V1 circuits of LAMINART for the input image of a square.

The connection circuit causes connections to form between two elements in a stimulus if their edges are of a
particular alignment and not too far apart, e.g., the adjacent squares in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Example of the segmentation process for the stimulus on the left. The selection signal is represented by the translucent white
circle in Segmentation Layer 0.

The segmentation circuit uses a selection signal and segmentation layers to perform a kind of figure-ground
processing: if an element in the stimulus falls under the selection signal or is connected to an element that falls
under the selection signal, then the element is segmented out and put into a different layer, e.g., the squares in
Figure 2. However, this model is limited two ways. First, whether elements in a scene form a perceptual group by
V2 connections is strictly determined by fixed model parameter values. Second, on each trial selection signals are
in a fixed position, which, although reasonable for previous simulated tasks, lacks the dynamic selection process
characterizing visual search tasks.
We describe modified circuits that address these limitations. The modified connection circuit allows for top-down
control of connection range by adjusting four parameters. Two timing parameters allow boundary signals to
spread for a specified duration. One size parameter prevents the spread of long boundaries, and another prevents
the spread of short boundaries. We propose that subjects tune these parameters for a given stimulus so as to
connect its elements in a way that allows the target to be segmented from distractors. Thus, experiments that
measure grouping track how well subjects are able to segment and select targets given how they have connected
elements in a scene. Several of these experiments use a visual search task. To simulate the visual search process,
we modified the segmentation circuit by shifting each selection signal to another area of the stimulus if a target is
not successfully selected. By tuning the four parameter values for a given stimulus, we can implement a particular
strategy (e.g., look for an object that is spatially close to another object of similar shape and alignment) and use
the results from model simulations to make predictions about human performance for a visual search task. When
the model implements particular grouping strategies, simulated results closely match those of experiments using
visual search tasks in which perceptual grouping is induced by proximity and shape similarity (Palmer & Beck,
2007) or by the spacing of irrelevant distractors and size similarity (Vickery, 2008). Thus, we show that the model
accounts for a variety of grouping effects and indicates which grouping strategies were likely used.

